Assessing causality in normal and impaired short-term cardiovascular regulation via nonlinear prediction methods.
We investigated the ability of mutual nonlinear prediction methods to assess causal interactions in short-term cardiovascular variability during normal and impaired conditions. Directional interactions between heart period (RR interval of the ECG) and systolic arterial pressure (SAP) short-term variability series were quantified as the cross-predictability (CP) of one series given the other, and as the predictability improvement (PI) yielded by the inclusion of samples of one series into the prediction of the other series. Nonlinear prediction was performed through global approximation (GA), approximation with locally constant models (LA0) and approximation with locally linear models (LA1) of the nonlinear function linking the samples of the two series, on patients with neurally mediated syncope and control subjects. Causality measures were evaluated in the two directions (from SAP to RR and from RR to SAP) in the supine (SU) position, in the upright position after head-up tilt (early tilt, ET) and after prolonged upright posture (late tilt, LT). While the trends for the GA, LA0 and LA1 methods were substantially superimposable, PI elicited better than CP the prevalence of causal coupling from RR to SAP during SU. Both CP and PI noted a marked decrease in coupling in both causal directions in syncope subjects during LT, documenting the impairment of cardiovascular regulation in the minutes just preceding syncope.